Authored Books


Edited Books


Chapters in Books


Edited journal special issue

Refereed journal articles


Other research Output (including other non-refereed publication, internal publications, book reviews, etc.)


New Research grants and contracts awarded in 2011 (>£5k)

Bailey, I. and Whitehead, I. MERIFIC INTERREG. EU, £60,000

Daley, T. Palaeoclimate from Tierra del Fuego. NERC, with Aberdeen & Swansea, £45,000
Daley, T. Quantifying the peatland carbon sink with past climate change. Royal Society £10,040
Downs, P. Coarse sediment dynamics of Dartmoor rivers. Seale-Hayne trust. £12,090
Fyfe, R. Neolithic monumentality on Dartmoor. British Academy. £7,100

Gehrels, W.R., 2011. Natural Environment Research Council, ‘Using interglacials to assess future sea-level scenarios (iGlass), NERC Consortium grant, with University of Southampton (lead PI), Durham University, University of Oxford, University of Bristol, NOC Liverpool, British Antarctic Survey, NE/I008624/1, £284,007 (total project £2.6M), 2011-2015.

Marshall, W. Sea-level changes in the North Atlantic Ocean. NERC Radiocarbon Committee £13,000
Shaw, J. Transport needs in an ageing society. EU €140,000
Wilson, G. Resilience and fishing communities in Cornwall CUC-ESF PhD grant (to Huw Thomas) £65,000

**New commissioned research work and consultancy in 2011**

Docherty, I and Shaw, J (2011) £10,000 from Strathclyde Partnership for Transport for the project, Benefits of a regional approach to planning and delivery in Strathclyde
Rahman, S. National Food Policy Capacity Strengthening Program (NFPCSP), FAO, Bangladesh, Phase-3. Research grant USD 50,000 (Co-Investigator).

Rahman, S. SHET-2011 £8000

**Conferences organised**


**Academic visitors**

Dorit Sivan (Haifa, Israel), Sept 2010-Jan 2011
Bill Anderson (Appalachian State Univ.) Jan-July 2011

**Positions on national and international bodies, (Editorial boards, committees, etc.)**

Bailey, I. editorial board of Environment and Planning C, on editorial board of Open Political Science Journal and of Geography Compass
Blake, W. sub editor for the International Journal of Wildland Fire, Board Member, International Association for Sediment Water Science, Agreement Holder within IAEA Coordinated Research Programme on Land Degradation

Brayshay, M. editor of the Transactions of the Devonshire Association

Downs, P. Editorial Advisory Panel for the ICE Water Management journal

Fyfe, R. membership secretary of the Association for Environmental Archaeology

Gehrels, W.R. UK National Correspondent for IGCP Project 588; President, INQUA Commission on Coastal and Marine Processes; Chair of North and West Europe Working Group, INQUA Commission on Coastal and Marine Processes; Editorial board Marine Geology; Member NERC Radiocarbon Steering Committee; Member PALSEA (IMAGES/PAGES) Steering Committee; Expert Reviewer IPCC 5th Assessment Report

Holliday, S. Editorial board of Ethnopolitics

Mather, A. editorial board of Geomorphology and Iberian Geology

Powel, B. Editorial board of Ethnopolitics

Rahman, S. on editorial board of International Journal of Agricultural Management, and on editorial board of Singapore Journal of Tropical Geography


Roberts, N. Quaternary Science Reviews editor, and guest editor for the Holocene (2011); Secretary to the Conference of Heads of Geography in UK Higher Education Institutions

Shaw, J. editor of Journal of Transport Geography

Simpson, P. member of RGS-IBG History and Philosophy of Geography Research Group Committee

Tyrrell, N. Conference Officer, Geographies of Children, Youth and Families Research Group, Royal Geographical Society

Wilson, G. editor of Geography Compass: Environment and Society, editorial board of Methodological Innovations

Yarwood, R. editorial board of International Journal of Rural Crime and on editorial advisory group of Geography

External examinations for research degrees and postgraduate taught programmes at Masters Level or equivalent at other institutions

Shaw, J. PhD, University of Southampton, UK, 2011.

Research Degrees awarded (2011)

Fiona Ferbrache PhD, 2011 ‘Transnational Spaces within the European Union: the everyday lives of British migrants in France’, Plymouth University studentship, supervisors R Yarwood and M Wise

Dr Till Paaasche. PhD December 2011 Plymouth University studentship. ‘The Governance of Security in the Revanchist City: the Case of Cape Town, South Africa’ supervisors, R Yarwood and J Sidaway